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Abstract: The shortcoming of Wi-Fi networks is that one user can access
the router at a time. This drawback limits the system throughput and delay.
This paper proposes a concept of Simultaneously Different Tx/Rx (SDTR)
radiation patterns with only one antenna set at the router. Furthermore, these
two patterns have to be simultaneously operated at the same time so that
the system delay can be eased. An omni-directional pattern is employed at
router for receiving mode so that the router can sense carrier signal from all
directions. At the same time, the router launches a directional beam pointed to
another user. A proposed circuit allows these two modes to be able to operate
the same time. To evaluate the SDTR concept, a prototype is constructed for
testing in real circumstance comparing to computer simulation. As a result,
the SDTR concept can improve the system throughput while decreasing the
system delay comparing to conventional system.
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1 Introduction

As we all know, antennas are an essential element used in transmitting and receiving signals for
wireless communications. Two well-known types of antennas are omni-directional and directional
antenna. The omni-directional antenna is suitable for equally radiating power in all directions. For
this case, a Whip antenna has been introduced for the use in VHF and UHF bands with the gain
of 6.8 dB [1]. The authors of [2] have investigated the use of monopole antenna for radio-frequency
heating and microwave communications at 1.8, 2.4, and 2.56-GHz bands. In addition, the works
presented in [3] have revealed the single circular patch antenna for Global Positioning System (GPS)
application at 2.28–2.40 and 3.30–3.60 GHz. However, this kind of antenna faces the problems of low-
gain radiation, low capacity and also high interference signal. One way to deal with the mentioned
problem is to limit the radiation in one specific area, so called directional antenna. The higher radiation
gain can be specifically pointed to one direction while having low gain in other undesired directions to
avoid the interference signal. So far, directional antenna can be classified into two major categories:
traditional directive antenna and smart antenna. The traditional directive antenna is a single antenna
element in which its construction allows the radiation to be focused in one specific direction. Some
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examples of this kind of antenna are shown as follows. A horn antenna has been investigated for
the use in radar communication [4]. Also, a specific reflector antenna has been designed for full-
duplex application as presented in [5]. For having more degrees of freedom, a smart antenna has been
developed employing an array antenna cooperating with some signal processing units. The smartness
of this system is reflected by the allowance of controllable beam formation. There are three categories
of smart antenna: switched beam, steerable beam and adaptive antennas. The switched beam antenna
radiates the maximum power in a pre-defined direction while providing a low gain in other directions.
However, when the users move away from the main beam, they will receive a weak signal. For this case,
other pre-defined beams can be applied to the system in order to provide a high radiation gain to the
users. One good example of this antenna has been shown in [6] which is a switched beam antenna for 5G
wireless communication systems supporting a large number of users at 60-GHz band. In addition, the
steerable single beam antenna has a similar performance of switched-beam antenna but it has higher
advantage in an interference cancellation as it can steer nulls to interference directions. One interesting
example has been introduced in [7] which is a steerable beam antenna using dielectric lens to control
the directions of nulls and beams for wireless network communications. The most powerful smart
antenna is the adaptive antenna as it can automatically steer its main beam and nulls to directions of
desired and undesired directions, respectively. This can be accomplished by many effective algorithms
proposed in literatures [8].

As far as we know, the antenna has a reciprocal property which allows the similarity of receiving
and transmitting radiation patterns. However, the works presented in [9,10] have revealed that a
difference between transmitting and receiving radiation patterns provides an improved performance
for wireless communications. One application employs different transmitting and receiving radiation
patterns is Wireless Networks With Directional Antennas (DAWNs). The mentioned difference is to
increase the accuracy of users’ location positioning and also decrease the interference from adjacent
users. However, in order to achieve the benefits of having different radiation patterns in transmitting
and receiving modes, we need to have at least two sets of antennas e.g., one array antennas for
transmitting mode and another one for receiving mode. This concept might result in high complexity
and cost.

From the above drawbacks, we are interested in the utilization of different radiation patterns
in transmitting and receiving modes. We use the feedline separation for control the Simultaneously
Different Tx/Rx (SDTR) radiation patterns. The possible concept can be categorized into four
radiation schemes (types C, D, E and F) as shown in Fig. 1. For type C, one set of array antennas is
employed to generate two different radiation patterns for receiving and transmitting modes. This type
is suitable for Wi-Fi system as the base station is able to communicate to a desired user with maximum
gain when the directional pattern is employed for transmitting mode. At the same time, an omni-
directional pattern is active when the base station works in receiving mode. This helps the base station
is able to sense the users in all directions. According to this, the user accessibility and capacity are more
efficient comparing to the traditional system which employs the same pattern for both transmitting
and receiving modes. For type D, the radiation patterns in receiving and transmitting modes are
directional and omni-directional, respectively. This type is suitable for broadcast communications
when the center station needs to send the same information with high gain to all directions. For type E,
two directional patterns are employed for both transmitting and receiving modes but they are pointed
in two different directions. This type is suitable to be installed in the signal repeater. The main beams
for this case do not need to be switched as the directions are fixed. However, in some applications,
the base station needs to transmit signal to more than one direction so type F is considered. However,
the concept of using different radiation patterns at the base station needs to use the array antenna
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more than one set. This concept introduces a high cost for investment. Another important issue is a
suitable protocol for wireless networks to support the user accessibility in space domain. To achieve
the utilization in space domain for wireless networks, a Media Access Control (MAC) protocol needs
to be modified [11–14]. Still, the user accessibility is not fully efficient as one beam pattern can be
occupied by a single user at a time while the others have to wait.

Figure 1: Type of SDTR radiation patterns

From the impairments mentioned earlier, the research work in this paper focuses on a further
investigation on the SDTR type C which is the most suitable one for wireless networks as the nodes’
positions are fixed. This concept reduces the users’ waiting time to access the router and decreases the
number of hidden nodes. Most importantly, the SDTR antenna is able to serve two different patterns
in transmitting and receiving modes using only one antenna set. According to this, the router is able to
perform signal transmission and reception at the same time and the same frequency. Furthermore, the
SDTR systems do not need a new complex protocol to support the user accessibility in space domain.
Therefore, the SDTR systems can be promptly applied to a current wireless network. However, the
challenge for this SDTR concept is its feasibility. One important circuit that allows the transmitting
and receiving signal to be sent and received from the system at the same time is shown in Fig. 2. The
input signal flows through the solid line while the output signal simultaneously flows through the
dash line. The system performance in terms of isolation depends on the efficiency of isolators [15].
The phase shifters appeared in the figure is used to adjust the signal phase for two reasons as follows.
For the output line, the pre-defined phase shifter allows the signal to be shifted in phase. When all the
phase-shifted signals from every element of the array are combined, the downlink beam formation in
a given direction can be performed. For the input line, zero-phase shifting is needed when the omni-
directional pattern is required for the receiving mode. Another reason of using phase shifters in both
lines is to balance the power level between input and output signals. So, this feedline separation in
Fig. 2 can independently control the Tx/Rx radiation patterns.
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Figure 2: SDTR circuit

From the past, a conventional beamforming system has been proposed as shown in Fig. 3. The
phase shifters are employed to deal with the beam formation for both downlink (dash line) and
uplink (solid line). Lots of research have been proposed to develop many parts in the system such
as beamforming algorithms and antennas. The works presented in [16,17] have been proposed for a
design of multiplexers having a 79% higher performance with low power consumption. So far, the
downlink and uplink can be operated at different time and frequency to avoid the signal distortion.
This results in the limitation of throughput and capacity of the system as multiple users cannot access
the base station at the same time. Moreover, the frequency resource is not sufficiently employed.

Figure 3: Conventional beamforming systems

From the impairments mentioned above, Fig. 4 shows a new beamforming concept for this paper
in which the SDTR circuit shown in Fig. 2 is equipped at individual antenna elements. This SDTR
concept allows the difference in radiation patterns for transmitting and receiving modes. Moreover,
with the help of SDTR circuit, two different patterns can be operated at the same time and frequency.
The shapes of radiation patterns for both modes can be controlled by adjusting the phase shifters, for
both uplink (solid line) and downlink (dash line). Furthermore, this SDTR concept does not need any
new MAC protocol because only physical layer is modified. This paper is an alternative approach to
enhance throughput in Wi-Fi networks. The gain is less complex than resolving multiple access when
using different formats.
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Figure 4: SDTR beamforming systems

The remainder of this paper is consequently organized as follows. After motivation and contribu-
tion are shown in Section 1, Section 2 related work, Section 3 introduces the SDTR system model.
Afterwards, the performance of SDTR system is validated through the computer simulation and
experiments in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 Related Works

In the past few years The Wi-Fi communication business has grown exponentially. To support
the exponential growth of users in the years to come, researchers need to develop even more Wi-
Fi networks. So far in literature, the researchers have focused on two areas: antenna design and
multiple access techniques. In antenna design, the main benefits are antenna gain, frequency, size,
etc. The dipole array antenna in [18] provides an omnidirectional radiation pattern which is general
for Wi-Fi network. The study in [19] presents a low-profile wideband antenna array which the size of
antenna is small. So, it is suitable for working on Wi-Fi network. The work in [20] deploys the dual
MIMO antenna with a minimal design. There is also space for other devices. This paper is aimed at
radiation pattern targets. A typical antenna has two radiation patterns. The omnidirectional format
is the preferred format for Wi-Fi networks. The shape of the dipole antenna radiates energy in all
directions. So the advantage is that users around will be able to radiate energy in all directions The
transmitter can receive signals in all directions. The second is the directional radiation pattern. This
format differs from the omnidirectional version in relation to the antenna gain. Because the power is
sent from the transmitter in one direction. The two common radiation patterns have different working
areas. So these are the factors we consider due to the merits of each format used.

Today the network is accessed many times. Accessing multiple items of interest adds users to the
network. Frequency Divided Multiple Access (FDMA) uses multiple frequencies to stream to users.
and time-division multiple access (TDMA) uses different time intervals [21]. Additionally, FDMA and
TDMA were studied to create a high-traffic TDMA algorithm when a user connects to a transmitter
simultaneously. In FDMA, interference occurs and transmission stops because all users in the network
share a frequency channel and use the same frequency. Code segment access (CDMA) uses the same
carrier frequency. But there are different codes in [22]. The weakness of CDMA is that the number
of users in the network deteriorates the overall service quality. A popular multiple access format is
orthogonal frequency segment access (OFDMA) [23], improving network capacity and high data
rates. However, OFDMA is complex for devices and that sensitivity is for frequency compensation
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[24]. Another is non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [25]. There is highly efficient and has better
security for the user. The work in [26] proposed the novel NOMA with antenna number modulation
(ANM) bits for the symbol to transmission. This still does not have a standard drive for this novel
NOMA. So, it will be hard to implement to device and popular. The NOMA has a weakness in
complexity because it uses ineffective receiver-side successive interference cancellation (SIC) [27].
Moreover, NOMA uses far and near users to calculate the transmission. So, it is not fair for other
users. Although, the mentioned above are helpful to support networks both directly and indirectly.
However, the alternative approach to support the number of users is still necessary.

This paper is an alternative way to help Wi-Fi networks. This article also focuses on radiation
patterns that are part of the physical layer. This layer can be applied to a variety of accessibility
techniques. The design is a passive device. So it doesn’t fix the new multiple access technique for the
complex.

3 System Model

Nowadays, the demand of Wi-Fi communications has been dramatically increased and also lots
of updated gadgets have been lately launched to serve people’s daily lives. Therefore, the development
of Wi-Fi systems is currently one of the most research topics. In fact, antenna radiation pattern is
also significant for the performance of Wi-Fi communications. In some cases, lots of hidden terminals
occurs when the radiation pattern is not suitable [28–30]. Fig. 5a shows a pair of router nodes which
radiate equal power in all direction, having omni-direction patterns. Note that the system employs
TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) with the same operating frequency. The drawbacks of this
network configuration are that the radiated power is relatively low, and the system delay occurs by the
following reason. While the Router 2 is connecting with User 2, ORTS (Omi-directional Request to
Send) sent from Router 1 is failed. At this point, Router 1 keeps sending ORTS to Router 2 for a given
period. As a result, User 1 cannot access Router 1 which introduces a delay to the system. However, the
system delay still occurs even when routers alternatively employ directional patterns instead as shown
in Fig. 5b. For this case, the DRTS (Directional Request to Send) sent from User 3, which stays outside
the pattern of Router 1, is also failed. The system delay for this case is worse comparing to the case
shown in Fig. 5a. Also, Fig. 5c shows the case of signal collision occurring from the moderate level
of side lobes at routers. The signal from the communication between Router 1 and User 1 interferes
the received signal at Users. Therefore, the data collision fails the communication between Router 2
and User 2. From the above impairments, this paper proposes the concept of having two different
patterns between transmitting and receiving modes as shown in Fig. 5d. As seen in the figure, Router
1 can continually communicate with User 1 using directional pattern while it is able to simultaneously
sense the request signal in all directions using omni-directional receiving capability (omni-directional
pattern). Moreover, the array antennas are employed at router nodes so that low sidelobe levels can
be controlled to avoid the signal collision at User 2. According to the SDTR systems, more users are
able to access the router, hence not only the delay decreases and also the throughput of the system
increases.
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Figure 5: The problem scenarios in Wi-Fi networks: (a) hidden terminal problem with omni-directional
pattern; (b) hidden terminal problem with directional pattern; (c) signal collision with directional
pattern; (d) SDTR systems

3.1 Signal Model

In this paper, M × N-element planar array is assumed for the SDTR systems. The output of the
array can be expressed as:

Output =
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

wm,n(ym,n + gm,n) (1)

where wm,n is the weighting coefficient at individual antenna elements and gm,n is noise signal. The ym,n

which is the signal at the front-end antenna sent from users is defined in Eq. (2).

ym,n = hm,nAej(θ+Δ∅m,n) (2)

where hm,n is propagation channel between users and router, θ is the signal phase, Δ∅m,n is the phase
delay of the signal between adjacent elements. This delay depends on the array geometry related to the
direction of incoming signal. Also, A stands for the signal amplitude which is assumed to be equal for
all antenna elements. Furthermore, the receiving power threshold of the systems can be considered as
follows.
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Prth = PTH∝GTGR

SINRthrR∝
B

(3)

where PT is the transmitted power, H∝ stands for height, RB is the maximum range of coverage area
at the receiver, GT is transmission gain, GR is receive gain, SINRthr is receiving threshold and ∝ is the
path loss exponent. Moreover, PNoise is noise power respect receiving power threshold following [31].
Also, the channel for incoming signal presented in [31] is adopted as expressed in Eq. (4).

p(φ ′) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

WL√
2σ̂φ′

e
−

√
2|φ ′|
σ̂φ′ |φ ′| ≤ 2π

0 elsewhere

(4)

where φ ′ is the azimuth direction of incoming signal, σ̂φ′ is angular spread of the channel and WL is
normalized constant. The multipath signal is also defined related to the antenna gain as follows.

GF(∅) = 2π∫
0

G(∅)p(φ ′ − ∅)∂∅ (5)

where G(∅) is an actual gain of the antenna and GF(∅) is the gain after weighted using Eq. (5). Also,
the gain in the region within 3-dB beamwidth is defined in Eq. (6). On the other hand, the gain in the
region outside the 3-dB beamwidth is expressed in Eq. (7).

GTX = 1
2π

2π∫
0

GF(∅)∂∅ (6)

ḠTX = 1

2π − ∅3dB
2

2π− ∅3dB
2∫

∅3dB
2

GF(∅)∂∅ (7)

where ∅3dB is the half-power beamwidth angle. Actually, a Friis transmission formula can be used to
calculate the actual gain as shown in Eq. (8).

GF(∅) = Prec(∅) − Ptra − Gref (∅) − 20log
(

λ

4πRref

)
(8)

where Prec(∅) is received power responding to direction of arrival of the signal, Ptra is transmitted power,
Gref (∅) is the gain of reference antenna, λ is wavelength and Rref is the distance between transmitter
and receiver.

3.2 Interference and Active Node Pair

This paper focuses on the scenario of active node pair in case of downlink communication. The
area of communication is assumed as a circle as shown in Fig. 6. Also, the interference signal comes
from three different areas. The first one is the area defined with the radius between RB and RC. This area
contains the active node pair that stays out of the main router pattern. The active node cannot sense
the main communication. So, the interference begins in the area. The second area is defined with the
radius from RA(∅) to RB. In this area, other routers or users can sense the carrier of the communication
between active node pair, then they avoid the strong interference to the current active node pair by
decreasing antenna gain or form side lobes or nulls in interference directions. The third area is within
3-dB beamwidth where there is no interference in this region. Next, the number of successful users in
three different cases: Types A, B and C as shown in Fig. 1 is discussed as follows.
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Figure 6: Network scenario for simulation

Type A is the scenario in which the radiation patterns of transmitter and receiver are omni-
directional. The interference signal power coming from many directions is defined in Eq. (9).

PIA1 = 2π∫
0

RC∫
RB

PTH∝GTX GF(∅)

r∝ Aac(r, ∅)r∂r∂∅∂∅ (9)

where GTX is the average antenna gain in every direction from (1) and Aac(r, ∅) is the user density in the
network which can be calculated using Eq. (10).

Aac(r, ∅) = Nacδ(r, ∅) (10)

where Nac is the total number of users and router who are simultaneously communicating. This number
can be calculated using the total number of active node pair (CL) in the network with respect to the
area as shown in Eq. (11). and spatial distribution shown in Eq. (12).

Nac = 2CLπRC
2

πRB
2 (11)

δ(r, ∅) =
⎧⎨
⎩

1
2πRCr

r ∈ [0, RC]

0 Where else
(12)

where r is the range of the network. Referring to [31], the number of success users is defined with the
margin of δ(r) which depends on the interference density and the distance between adjacent nodes.
The proper margin in circle geometry is δ(r) which is equal to 1

R
and the margin of δ(∅) is equal to 1

2π
.

The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the system can be expressed in Eq. (13). When
the SINR of system equal the receiving threshold.
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SINR = PTH∝GRouterGUser

R ∝
A(∅)

(13)

where GRouter is the router gain and GUser is user gain. Then, RA(∅) can be expressed as follows.

RA(∅) = RB[GTX GF(∅)]
1∝ (14)

For the directional pattern outside the 3-dB beamwidth, the RA(∅) can be expressed in Eq. (15).

RA(∅) = RB[ḠTX GF(∅)]
1∝ (15)

The SINR which is affected by interference and noise can be defined in Eq. (16).

SINR = PR

PIA1 + PIA2 + PIA3 + PNoise

(16)

where PIA1 , PIA2, PIA3 is the interference power in each classified area. The received power according
to path loss is expressed as follows.

PR = PTH∝GRouterGUser

R∝
S

(17)

where Rs is the distance between an active node pair which can be calculated by.

Rs =
RB∫
0

2π∫
0

1
2πRBr

rdrdφ = RB

2
(18)

The communication scenario specifies the access signal from the device as a user. So, authors
define CL as the minimum number of users who are active in the network. Then, the number of users
can be found using Eq. (19).

CL = (2αGTXtypeAGRXtypeA − 1)

SINR.R∝
s (A + B)

(19)

where GTXtypeA is the average transmitting gain of Type A and GRXtypeA is the average receiving gain of
Type A. The parameters A and are defined as follows.

A = GTX RC

πR2
B

2π∫
0

RC∫
RB

GF(∅)(φ)r−αdrdφ (20)

B = 0 (21)

For Type B, both transmitter and receiver employ directional antenna patterns. In this case, the
interference signal comes from the area outside 3-dB beamwidth. The power of interference signal for
this case is defined as follows.

PIA2 = ∫2π− ∅3dB
2

∅3dB
2

∫RB
RA(∅)

PTH∝ḠTX GF(∅)

r∝ Aac(r, ∅)r∂r∂∅ (22)

Also, the number of active node pair for this case can be found using (23).

CL = (2αGTXtypeBGRXtypeB − 1)

SINR.R∝
s (A + B)

(23)
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where GTXtypeB is the average transmitting gain of Type B and GRXtypeB is the average receiving gain of
Type B. The parameters of A and B can be found using the following equations.

A = GTXRC

πR2
B

2π∫
0

RC∫
RB

GF(∅)(φ)r−αdrdφ (24)

B = ḠTX RC

π

2π− φ3db
2∫

φ3db
2

RB∫
RA(φ)

GF(∅)r−α

R2
A(φ)

drdφ (25)

For Type C, a directional antenna pattern is employed for transmitting mode while omni-
directional antenna pattern is employed for receiving mode. Note that bot patterns are simultaneously
operated at the same time. Then, the number of successful users for this case is defined in Eq. (26).

CL = (2αGTXtypeCGRXtypeC − 1)

SINRR∝
s (A + B)

(26)

where GTXtypeC is the average transmitting gain of Type B and GRXtypeC is the average receiving gain of
Type C. The parameters of A and B can be found using Eqs. (24) and (25).

3.3 Radiation Pattern and MAC Protocol

This section presents the protocol mechanism of IEEE 802.11 DCF involving to Carrier-Sense
Multiple Access (CSMA) [32–36]. From Fig. 7, the conventional system is defined as the router and
user employ omni-directional antenna patterns. The communication between a user and router can be
seen step-by-step as shown in Fig. 7a. Note that, for this case, two users cannot access the router
at the same time. On the other hand, the SDTR systems shown in Fig. 7b are defined as using
different patterns between transmitting and receiving modes, directional and omni-directional patterns
respectively. These modes are simultaneously operated at the same time, hence the system throughput
increases. However, Fig. 7c represents the case when data collision from two users occurs. For this case,
both users simultaneously retransmit the signal to router without further delay. This is considered as
an advantage point over the conventional systems (Fig. 7a).

Figure 7: SDTR mechanism at router in: (a) conventional system; (b) SDTR system at the general
status; (c) SDTR system with the collision situation
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3.4 Throughput and Delay

So far, Markov chain model has been one popular model to evaluate the networks [32]. In this
model, lots of parameters have to be given such as the condition of back-off and the number of
active node pair. Also, the work presented in [31] has discussed the performance comparison among
directional, switched-beam and adaptive antennas. However, the effect of radiation pattern has not
been taken into account. Therefore, this paper considers the effects of active node pair, radiation
pattern and MAC protocol employing Markov chain as shown in Fig. 8. In this figure, the counter
starts counting from 0 to 2mW0 − 1 when m is the maximum number of repeated data between user
and router. The minimum size of contain windows for the condition of transition probabilities of the
Markov chain is shown as follows.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

P{j, k|j, k + 1} = 1, k ∈ (0, Wi − 2) j ∈ (0, m + 1)

P{0, k|j, 0} = 1 − p
W0

, k ∈ (0, W0 − 1) j ∈ (0, m + 1)

P{j, k|j − 1, 0} = p
Wi

, k ∈ (0, Wi − 1) j ∈ (1, m + 1)

P{0, k|m + 1, 0} = p
W0

, k ∈ (0, Wm − 1)

(27)

Figure 8: Markov chain model

For stationary distribution, the Markov chain has a condition which is bj,k = limt →
∞ P{s(t) = j, b(t) = k}, j ∈ (0, m + 1), k ∈ (0, Wi − 1). This can be expressed as follows.
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

bj,0 = Pbj,−1,0, 0 < j ≤ m + 1
bj,0 = Pjb0,0, 0 ≤ j ≤ m + 1

b0,0 = Pbm+1,0 + (1 − P)
j=m+1∑

j=0

bj,0

(28)
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Then, it can be rewritten as:
j=m+1∑

j=0

bj, 0 =
(

1 − Pm+2

1 − P

)
b0,0 (29)

For the re-transmitting status, it can be expressed as:

bj,k = Wi − k
Wi

bj,0, 0 ≤ j ≤ m + 1, 0 ≤ k Wi − 1 (30)

When b0,0 can be expressed as:
m+1∑

0

Wi −1∑
0

bj,k = 1 (31)

b0,0 =
2

W0

(1−(2P)m+1)

(1−2P)
+ 2m(Pm+1−Pm+2 )

(1−P)
+ 1−Pm+2

W0(1−P)

(32)

Therefore, the probability of time slot can be expressed as follows.

τ =
m+1∑

0

bj,0 (33)

τ = 2((1 − 2p)(1 − pm+2))

W0(1 − (2p)
m+1

)(1 − p) + W02m(pm+1 − pm+2)(1 − 2p) + (1 − 2p)(1 − pm+2)
(34)

When n represents the number of users with the condition of n ≥ 2CL Therefore, the probability
of one user sending signal to router is pTR as shown in Eq. (35). Also, the probability of successful
sending is pS as shown in Eq. (36) and the probability of data collision is pC shown in Eq. (37).

pTR =
(

n
1

)
(1 − (1 − τ)

n
) (35)

pS =
∑CL

j=1

(
n
j

)
τ j(1 − τ)

n−j

pTR

(36)

pC =
∑n

j=CL+1

(
n
j

)
τ j(1 − τ)

n−j

pTR

(37)

The system throughput can be given as shown in Eq. (38).

Throughput = pTRpSPsizeBr

(1 − pTR)σ + pTRpSTS + pTRpCTC

(38)

When TS is the transmitting time and TC is collision time.

TS = MACH + PHY + Psize + SIFS + ACK + DIFS + 2σ (39)

TC = MACH + PHY + Psize + SIFS + σ (40)
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Also, the delay of the system can be expressed as:

Delay =
(

1
pTR

− 1
)

σ + pSTS + pCTC

Psize

(41)

This section expresses the calculating method to evaluate the system performance which are
system throughput and delay. Furthermore, the SDTR concept adopts the covering area of antenna
to enhance network performance. In next section, we confirm the SDTR concept with the computer
simulation and measurement. The simulation parameters can be found in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Key parameter for simulation

Quantity Value

Packet payload (Psize) 8184 bits
PHY header (PHY) 128 bits
MAC header (MACH) 272 bits
ACK 240 bits
Data rate (Br) 45 Mbps
Propagation delay (σ ) 1 μs
Maximum number of retransmission (m) 3
Maximums contain windows size (W0) 8
DIFS 34 μs
SIFS 16 μs
SINR 10 dB

4 Simulation and Experiments

This section shows detail of complete circuits for the SDTR systems. Also, the throughput
and delay are the parameters to evaluate the performance of SDTR system comparing to the
conventional one.

4.1 Radiation Pattern

The SDTR concept of this research work is to utilize two different radiation patterns for transmit-
ting and receiving modes at the router. The photograph of measurement in anechoic chamber is shown
in Fig. 9. The most challenging point is that these two different patterns are simultaneously operated
at the same time and frequency. The 2×2-lattice antenna array is assumed. The system configuration is
depicted in Fig. 3. The simulated and measured radiation patterns for both transmitting and receiving
modes are shown in Figs. 10a and 10b, respectively. As shown in the figures, the directional pattern is
obtained in the transmitting mode while omni-directional pattern is obtained in receiving mode. Also,
the simulated and measured ones are in a good agreement.
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Figure 9: Radiation pattern measurement

Figure 10: The radiation patterns of antenna for transmitting and receiving modes: (a) simulated; (b)
measured

4.2 Full Circuit Structure

A prototype of SDTR system shown in Fig. 2 was constructed as shown in Fig. 11. The 2×2
monopole antennas are employed with the array spacing of 0.8 cm. For transmitting mode, the input
signal is conveyed to multiplexer in order to separate the input signal into 4 equal-power signals. Then
the signal is passed to the SDTR circuits as shown in Fig. 4. At this point, the phase of individual signal
can be adjusted according to the pre-defined weighting scheme. This process allows the transmitting
radiation pattern to be directional as the main beam can be directed to the desired user. For receiving
mode, the received signal from the array is conveyed to the SDTR circuit as shown in Fig. 4. At this
point, the signal will be weighted to form a pre-defined beam. Then, the weighted signal is passed to
multiplexer and router, respectively.
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Figure 11: Photograph of SDTR circuit

4.3 Network Performance

In this paper, some scenarios are assumed in computer simulation to evaluate the performance
of SDTR systems (Type C) comparing to Types A and B shown in Fig. 1. Tab. 2 shows the number
of active node pair when they can simultaneously operate at the same time. As we can see, only one
user can access the router (successful node pair) at a given time duration. This is because the radiation
pattern of router is omni-directional for both transmitting and receiving modes. So, the router allows
the communication with one user at a time and the others are considered to be hidden nodes. In
addition, Type B gives higher performance in terms of the number of active node pair. However, Type
C provides the best number of active node pair among these three systems. This is because Type C can
cure the impairments of deafness and hidden node as the systems allow a simultaneous communication
for users. Fig. 12 shows the network throughput comparing among Types A, B and C. As we can see, at
a given saturated throughput, Type C allows a higher number of active node pair comparing to Types
A and B. Also, Fig. 13 shows the system delay for Types A, B and C. As expected, Type C provides
the lowest delay comparing to Types A and B. The reason behind these achievements is that Type C
allows many users to simultaneously access the router at same time.

Table 2: Active pair node in network

Antenna Simulation Measured

Type A 1 6
Type B 18 7
Type C 23 8
Note: The active node is compared between simulation pattern and
measured pattern. This comparing offers the trend of each type in
section I.
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Figure 12: Simulated throughput of the network

Figure 13: Trending of delay in network

4.4 Peer to Peer Measurement

To confirm the performance of SDTR system, the constructed prototype is tested in real
circumstance. Types A, B and C are assumed as shown in Fig. 14. Two users and one router are
assumed in the system. Type A employs omni-directional pattern for both transmitting and receiving
modes as a conventional system. Type B employs directional pattern for both modes. Type C employs
omni-directional pattern for receiving mode while directional pattern is employed for transmitting
mode. The measurement is set up in indoor as shown in Fig. 15. The frequency is 2.45 GHz. The
distance between user and router is 5 m. The User 1 starts sending the data to router and then router
passes the data to User 2. The throughput is countered when the data transfer is completely finished
at User 2 for all cases. The measured throughput for all types is shown in Figs. 16–18. As we can see,
Types A and B provide a similar throughput as User 2 has to wait until the communication between
User 1 and router finishes, hence the delay still remains. However, Type C (SDTR system) provides
the highest throughput over Types A and B. This is because the SDTR systems allow the router to
communicate with Users 1 and 2 at the same time. Therefore, the system delay is relatively decreased.
Also, this SDTR system can cure the problem of hidden terminal.
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Figure 14: Scenario for throughput evaluation for Type A, B and C

Figure 15: Photograph of peer-to-peer scenario

Figure 16: Download throughput in network
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Figure 17: Upload throughput in network

Figure 18: Total throughput in network

5 Conclusion

This paper has introduced the concept to enhance the wireless network performance. The SDTR
concept is to employ two different radiation patterns at router, omni-directional for receiving mode and
directional for transmitting mode. To decrease the system delay, these two modes are simultaneously
operated at the same time. The SDTR concept is a modification on physical layer so that it can
be applied for a current MAC protocol. A prototype of SDTR systems has been constructed and
tested comparing to the simulation results. The throughput measurement was performed in real
circumstances. The obtained results have revealed that the SDTR systems provide a higher throughput
and a lower delay comparing to the conventional system. The increased throughput occurs as the
systems can tackle the impairments of deafness and hidden terminals. Also, the lower delay is achieved
as the SDTR system allows the router to communicate with more than one user at the same time. This
paper is limited to one channel testing. Size is also a factor in usability. In the future, we should combine
it with a smaller harness such as a Y-junction circulator.
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